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Dianne Goldman Berman Feinstein

...born Dianne Emiel Goldman[1] ([dɨˈɑnənˈɡɔldmən]; born June 22, 1933), is the senior United States Senator from California. A member of the Democratic Party, she has served in the Senate since 1992. She also served as 38th Mayor of San Francisco from 1978 to 1988.

Born in San Francisco, Feinstein graduated from Stanford University in 1955 with a B.A., in history. In the 1960s she worked in city government, and in 1970 she was elected to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. She served as the board's first female president in 1978, during which time the assassinations of Mayor George Moscone and City Supervisor Harvey Milk drew national attention to the city. In an interesting set of personally fortuitous coincidences, Feinstein succeeded Moscone as mayor when he was murdered. During her tenure as San Francisco's first female mayor she oversaw the 1984 Democratic National Convention.

After a failed gubernatorial campaign in 1990, she won a 1992 special election to the U.S. Senate. Feinstein was first elected on the same ballot as her peer Barbara Boxer.

Feinstein was the author of the 1994 Federal Assault Weapons Ban which expired in 2004. In 2013 she introduced a new assault weapons bill, which failed to pass. Feinstein formerly chaired the Senate Rules Committee (2007–09) and has chaired the Select Committee on Intelligence since 2009. She is the only woman to have presided over a U.S. presidential inauguration.[3][4] The CIA has broken into her computers, in a very public battle between the CIA and Feinstein. Journalist Glenn Greenwald and Whistle-blower Edward Snowden have published many critical reviews of Feinstein.

At the age of 82, Feinstein is the oldest currently serving United States Senator.

Corruption Charges In The Cleantech Crash Case:

In Bullet-point, the charges against the Feinstein Family Cartel, in the Cleantech Crash Corruption Case include:

- Feinstein was the promoter, lobbyist and beneficiary of the side-by-side (on the same plot of land) Tesla and Solyndra government hand-out funding scandal.

- Feinstein's daughter, Kathryn, documented illicit actions by her mother, while in social habitation with the applicants

- While in the Mayor's office, Bruce Brugman, publisher of the top San Francisco weekly newspaper: The San Francisco Bay Guardian, documented and published nearly 100 corruption charges against Feinstein. Local law enforcement efforts, against Feinstein were nearly impossible, at the time, according to Bay Guardian staff because local politicians and authorities had been paid off by James Bronkema, David Rockefeller's “bag man” and John Molinari, the local mob “bag man”. Ex-Guardian staff have suggested that associates of one of those two Feinstein
financing clans had, possibly arranged the George Moscone assassination in order to position Feinstein for higher office

- Herb Newman, of Sausalito, California; Feinstein’s relative, was awarded the staffing contracts for Tesla and Solyndra based on Feinstein’s say-so, in direct conflict of interest

- Feinstein, and her Chief of Staff, warned applicant’s about attempting to use the NUMMI auto factory, which she was covertly placing Tesla in and Solyndra next to. Tesla had already publicly rejected the NUMMI building as “unusable” in the press, yet Feinstein talked Tesla into using it so that her husband’s company could profit from it and so she could arrange kick-backs to Tesla, more easily

- Feinstein worked with Senator Harry Reid on the Cleantech Scams. Together, by helping White House staff and financiers manipulate the program, they made over $50 Million in personal profits at taxpayer expense

- Feinstein staff worked for and were compensated by, Tesla and Solyndra. In some cases Feinstein staff and Tesla staff were interchangeable, in direct conflict-of-interest

- Feinstein’s husband had financial interests in the railroad property adjacent to the Tesla and Solyndra buildings. Feinstein later got him the entire California high speed rail contract

- The Feinstein family owned the construction company which Tesla and Solyndra, used. They were given no-bid contracts

- Feinstein, and her husband worked with White House staff under Rahm Emanuel and Silicon Valley campaign financier John Doerr and associates involved with Kleiner Perkins to conduit bribes, and campaign financing, as stock warrants and positions

- Feinstein associate: Roger Boas, was arrested for involvement in a child prostitution ring for political pedophiles, and for embezzling money for the Moscone Convention Center construction

- The Feinsstein Family held war profiteering contracts in Afghanistan, Bolivia and other regions which held the exclusive mining contracts for Solyndra and Tesla chemicals

- After Solyndra was raided by the FBI and went bankrupt, costing taxpayers over half a trillion dollars in losses, the Feinstein Cartel used the tax write-off losses to make a profit, via tax form manipulations on the tax-write-off losses from the Solyndra crash

- Feinstein, and her staff, sabotaged other applicants who were competing for the same funds as Tesla and Solyndra

- Even after Solyndra went bankrupt, the Feinstein family continued to profit off of the Solyndra scandal by re-leasing the buildings and collecting real estate profits

- Feinstein’s family ran the property sales and leasing contracts for the Tesla and Solyndra buildings

- Gary D. Conley, a Bay Area solar and Hydrogen company CEO, whistle-blew on the corruption at
Tesla and Solyndra and was later found with a bullet in his head behind a Northern California Air Force base. His family, and friends, charge that his death was “suspicious”

- Feinstein’s family and associates held stock in Tesla, Solyndra and other “Clean Tech” companies, which they acquired at key pre-announcement points, most likely based on insider information and the payola from bribes provided as stock warrants.

- Feinstein, and her staff told Fremont, California city officers to not engage in discussions with competing applicants.

- Although other, competing, applicants had been in written discussions, and negotiations, with senior executives at Toyota for the use of the NUMMI plant, Feinstein warned Toyota that only Tesla would be supported for the use of the plant. This was before anyone from Tesla had contacted anyone from Toyota, the owners of the plant, and after Elon Musk had been published in the press saying that Tesla could have no use for the building.

Conclusion:

The facts, evidence, testimony and surveillance clearly prove that Dianne Feinstein used her public office to stage a corruption program to provide public cash and resources to herself and her family for covert profits at taxpayer expense. She used her office to assist in the attacks and sabotage of U.S. companies who were competing for the same funds that she was manipulating.

COMPILATION OF EVIDENCE OVERVIEWS:

Complete evidence sets are held by various law enforcement, agency and news groups and copied in globally placed protection torrents.
Sen. Dianne Feinstein’s husband wins CA rail contract ...
cached

U.S. Sen. Diane Feinstein’s husband Richard Blum won the first-phase construction contract for California’s high-speed rail. I’m shocked, shocked I tell you.

bing

http://www.capoliticalreview.com/blog/[...instein-husband-wins-ca-rail-contract/

EXCLUSIVE: Senator’s husband’s firm cashes in on crisis ...
cached

21 Apr 2009 ... Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation earlier this year to route $25 billion in ... Spokesmen for the FDIC, Mrs. Feinstein and Mr. Blum’s firm told The Times ..... This kind of thing only stops when corruption becomes a capital ...

google

17 Jan 2015 ... Sen. Dianne Feinstein's husband, Richard Blum, could bag $1 billion in commissions for his company from a government plan to sell 56 US ...

Rumor: Richard Blum, the husband of Senator Dianne Feinstein, obtained a contract to broker sales of USPS facilities due to his wife's influence.

I see I am late on this, but I wanted to reply to the individual who speaks of companies earning money and that this is why they go into business in the first place.
Dianne Feinstein’s Husband’s Real Estate Firm Poised to Make $1 ...

19 Jan 2015 ... Dianne Feinstein is back in the news as the giant real estate ... deal is a classic example of what’s legal and corrupt in government contracting.

google

http://www.alternet.org/news-amp-polit...lrm-poised-make-1-billion-selling-post
Feinstein wants to limit who can be a journalist ...

Aug 12, 2013 · The most recent congressional threat to the free press in the United States comes from California Democrat U.S. Sen. Dianne Feinstein. In a proposed ...

Dianne Feinstein, the Most Corrupt Person in Congress, Routes Even ...
22 Apr 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein, the Most Corrupt Individual in Congress, Routes Even More Government Money to Firm Owned by Her Husband Posted at ...

google


Report: Obama Energy Secretary Steven Chu Personally Intervened In $1.4 Billion Loan To Prop Up Solyndra...

The Green Corruption Files

Since August 2012, The Green Corruption Files, via House Oversight hearings and reports, secret internal Department of Energy (DOE) emails, droves of …

bing

http://greencorruption.blogspot.com/

Going Postal: U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein's husband sells post ... 

Going Postal: U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein's husband sells post offices to his ... Finally, someone besides the unions reporting on the corruption of senior ...

google

http://www.amazon.com/Going-Postal-SenDianne-Feinstein-s-husband-sells-post-office/dp/B00F3JTO9G
Elon Musk, a billionaire, has now received billions of free taxpayer dollars in out-right cash hand-outs, tax
waivers, free or low-cost resources, stock pumps and federal NASA contracts. Musk’s companies would not
exist today if not for taxpayer hand-out cash. No other living person has received this much taxpayer money
from the Obama administration. No other living person has given so much money to the Obama administration
through his companies, investors and partners, like Google. No other living person has led the Obama
administration sabotage, terminate or rule against so many of his competitors. Federal records demonstrate this
to be one of the most overt examples of a political campaign kick-back scheme in this decade. In Musk’s
carefully orchestrated, self-aggrandizing, media campaigns, all mention of his true financial connections,
extensive fraud lawsuits, and employee distrust is carefully expunged.

Elon Musk’s Space Dream Almost Killed Tesla

By Ashlee Vance | FOR BLOOMBERG

Illustrations by The Red Dress

SpaceX started with a plan to send mice to Mars. It got crazier from there.

In late October 2001, Elon Musk was having a conversation with Jim Cantrell, a kind of international
business consultant. Although Musk had tens of millions of dollars from PayPal, his funding was
running out and they were planning to buy a refinery in Canada. Cantrell had been thinking about
sending a plant or some mice to Mars. Musk liked the idea and said he could do it. But Cantrell
wondered how he would get there. Musk had an answer: SpaceX.

Essai, a gangly eccentric, had been thinking a lot about whether his best friend had started to lose his mind, and
he’d been doing his best to discourage the project. He peppered Musk with links to video montages of Russian,

Senator Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to ...
Feinstein & Cuomo Admit Planning Australian Style ...

cached

If Feinstein's and Cuomo's plan is allowed to proceed even one step further without being vociferously and publicly protested and killed in utero...
After Feinstein's unsuccessful gubernatorial race in 1990, she was fined $190,000 for failure to properly report campaign...
The Greentech VC Influence Over Washington

By Katie Fehrenbacher Aug. 18, 2010, 8:28am PDT No Comments

There’ve been a couple articles in the past few weeks pointing to President Obama as the “clean tech investor in chief” and the presidential VC with bets on clean energy. The real trend is that venture capitalists focusing on greentech seem to have had an unprecedented influence on U.S. federal policy and allocations of the stimulus package. When I attended the Department of Energy’s (DOE) first ARPA-E conference (Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy) earlier this year in Washington D.C., I was struck by how many venture capitalists were there. I shared a cab back to the airport with some familiar Silicon Valley faces, and was told if your firm didn’t have a dedicated person in Washington — in some circles they call them lobbyists — maneuvering grant and loan programs, you weren’t able to be competitive.

Just look at the figures from the stimulus package (which I am fully in support of): somewhere between $50 billion and $80 billion into clean power and energy efficiency initiatives (depending on

Misses on Story of Collusion Between Sen. Feinstein and ...
cached
31 May 2013 ... Why, the husband of Senator Dianne Feinstein, that’s who! ... enough to discover the depth of corruption and deceit and denial in its efforts to ...
google
http://www.thenewamerican.com/usnews/cl...Irnia-sen-feinstein-s-husband-s-company

America’s Main Problem:
May 06, 2015 · Preface: Sadly, in the month since we last posted on this topic, many new examples of corruption have arisen. The Cop Is On the Take. Government corruption ...

[brightlink text="http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2015/05/...ain-problem-in-america-corruption.html"]

Senator Feinstein's Husband Stands to Make Millions from USPS ...

[brightlink text="cached"]

4 Jun 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein has long been accused of corruption and unethical behavior in Congress. From going after the Second Amendment ...

[google text]
Truth Behind Dianne Feinstein's BILLION Dollar Post Office Deal ...
cached

SAN FRANCISCO | Dianne Feinstein's husband, Investment banker Richard Blum, has been ...
google
## Solyndra Received More Stimulus $$$ than 35 States Received for Highways, Roads, and Bridges

**Solyndra’s Bill: $535,000,000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total Distribution</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Total Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>513,692,083</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>354,564,343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>175,461,487</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>211,793,391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>521,958,401</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>235,589,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>351,544,468</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>201,352,460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>403,924,130</td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>129,440,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>302,053,956</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>252,644,377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>121,828,650</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>170,126,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.C.</td>
<td>123,507,842</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>464,655,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>125,746,380</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>333,902,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>181,934,631</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>137,095,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>358,162,431</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>463,081,483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>347,817,167</td>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>183,027,359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>421,094,991</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>213,545,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>429,859,427</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>125,791,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>130,752,032</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>492,242,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>431,034,777</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>210,852,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>437,865,255</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>529,111,915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>502,284,177</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>157,616,058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: U.S. Department Transportation Federal Highway Administration

Apportionment of Funds for Highway Infrastructure Investment Pursuant to the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OiecZLeSZ5U

**Dianne Feinstein’s Husband Tied To Questionable Dealings With ...**

cached

12 Dec 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) ... a California-based freelance writer with a special interest in uncovering government and corporate corruption, ...

google

[http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/12/[...leinstein-postal-service_n_4423045.html](http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/12/[...leinstein-postal-service_n_4423045.html)]
Top Dem

Senator Gets Busted in Massive Corruption Scandal

cached

18 Jan 2015 ... Partisan hack and national disgrace, Dianne Feinstein is at it again only this time she is sticking it to the American people rather than the CIA.
25 Jun 2015 ... California gave us the corrupt Dianne Feinstein, which is reason enough to hand it back to Mexico and say please take it back – we are sorry.

google

http://www.armstrongeconomics.com/archives/tag/dianne-feinstein
Dianne Feinstein: Thy Name Is Corruption | Video Rebel’s Blog

6 Jan 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein was first elected to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 1969. She won one of her elections by campaigning late the ...

google

https://vidrebel.wordpress.com/2013/01/[...Janne-feinstein-thy-name-is-corruption/
Elon Musk: Government's $5 Billion Man

83 Comments

06/05/2015 06:48 PM ET

Capitalism 2015: In corporate finance today, the theme is "Go where the money is." For Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla, SolarCity and SpaceX, the place to hunt for cash isn't Wall Street or even Silicon Valley, It's Washington, D.C.

Green Pulpit | Reschedule – Regulate – Restore
Top Democrat Busted For Corruption In Case that Mirrors Dianne ...
cached

30 Nov 2015 ... Top Democrat Busted For Corruption In Case that Mirrors Dianne Feinstein/Elon Musk Charges
So you think all the Democrats are happy little ...

google

https://atvmdoe.wordpress.com/2015/11/[...lors-dianne-feinsteinelon-musk-charges/
THE TESLA TAX MONEY SCAM

“HEAT SHIELD” COVER-UP STAFF: Holder, etc...

White House
(Plouffe, Emanuel, Gibbs, Axelrod, Carney, Rattner)

100’s of millions of $ of your tax money

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (Chu, Rogers, Spinner, Seward, Silver, etc...)

STATE TAX OFFICES

10’s of millions of $ of your tax money

TESLA & SOLYNDRA
(Felony-Grade Crime Operations that need to be shut down)

DNC Feinstein Reid Obama Political campaign funds

= ORDERS

= $
Warren Buffet The Illuminati's Sleeper Cell Of Corruption …
cached
Jan 11, 2013 · Warren Buffet The Illuminati’s Sleeper Cell Of Corruption Within The United States! Depopulation is a key plan for the very rich and also a chaos buffer ...

http://politicalvelcraft.org/2013/01/1[...lluminatis-sleeper-cell-of-corruption/}

How Dianne Feinstein's Husband Sells Post Office Real Estate to ...
cached
25 Sep 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein is one of the most shameless, authoritarian, ... surprising because we have seen a pattern of corruption at the Post Office ever ...
https://libertyblitzkrieg.com/2013/09/f...l-estate-to-his-friends-on-the-cheap/
Stories written by Glenn Greenwald ... two-tiered system of justice. Greenwald was named by The Atlantic as one of the 25 most influential political commentators in ...

Senator Dianne Feinstein with her husband Richard Blum at a Democratic ... and Feinstein precisely illustrates the corrupt, war-mongering, pro-corporate ...

Dianne Feinstein Shows Us How .... Pioneer days is over, and what she has turned into reeks of corruption, profiteering, and dishonorable behavior from what ...

3 Aug 2015 ... Dianne Feinstein is under fire from immigration advocates as she ... ANY AMERICAN to stop his corrupt wannabe king treasonous actions.

Critics of the controversial Trans-Pacific Partnership are unlikely to be silenced by an analysis of the flood of money it took to push the pact over its latest ...
Dianne Feinstein's Husband Wins Near-Billion Dollar California ...
cached
21 Mar 2015 ... By Thomas Lifson – American Thinker. To the surprise of absolutely no one familiar with the ways of Corruptifornia, the one-party state ...
google
http://conservative50.com/dianne-feins[...]-california-high-speed-rail-contract/

Results: Dianne Feinstein Archives | CREW | Citizens for ...
cached
Results — Dianne Feinstein ... April 27, 2009 | Requests for Investigation, Corruption, Federal Agencies, Federal Deposit ... Feinstein and 9/11 Revisionism .
google
http://www.citizensforethics.org/pages/category-results/c/dianne-feinstein

Keeping It In the Family: Senator Feinstein’s Husband Stands to ...
cached
4 Jun 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein has long been accused of corruption and unethical behavior in Congress. From going after the Second Amendment ...
google
http://www.activistpost.com/2013/06/ke[...]-g-it-in-family-senator-feinsteins.html

Is Dianne Feinstein a Crook? Did she, and her family, engage in ...
cached
Dianne Feinstein: Thy Name Is Corruption | The only reason Feinstein ever became a thing is because some guy, that was in her career path, named Moscone, ...
google

Dianne Feinstein's Husband Gets $Billion-Dollar Sweetheart ...
cached
17 Jan 2015 ... feinstein She is a corrupt crony capitalist of the worst kind. Feinstein's husband, Richard C. Blum, is chairman of C.B. Richard Ellis, or CBRE, ...
google
http://joeforamerica.com/2015/01/diann[...]-ion-dollar-sweetheart-government-deal/
How The Democrats Ate Their Own Children

When U. S. Senators Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein realized they could each make billions of dollars, personally, via their family stock holdings and campaign funds, they didn't waste a minute stabbing their own constituents in the back to get at that cash.

California and Nevada Green Car Companies, Solar Companies, Energy Technology Companies, Green Builders and Transit Companies were hacked off at the knees because they competed with the stock assets that Reid and Feinstein had acquired in their kick-back deals.

These other applicants were all "GREEN COMPANIES": supposedly the Democrat's favorite things. It doesn't matter, though, how green your company was, if it was in the path for the green cash from Tesla or Solyndra. Two of the favored companies who paid the kick-backs to federal officials.

Is the argument from Feinstein's office that: "there just wasn't enough money left at the Department of Energy" true? No, it is a 100% out-right lie. The Federal GAO, the people that watch for corruption, state that there has always been, and still is, billions, and billions and billions of dollars, set aside EXCLUSIVELY for these companies, that was never used. In Fact, there was always more than enough money to fund every single applicant.

Staff from ZAP Motors, Redwood Solar, Aptera and dozens of other companies have specifically stated that Harry Reid, Dianne Feinstein and their Cheif's of Staff, personally wrote to them, spoke with them and lied to them.

Under Eric Holder, Feinstein and Reid buddy Eric Holder, refused to take any action. Now it is Lynch's turn.

Harry Reid sabotaged the applicants for Department of Energy Funds if they competed with Kleiner Perkins companies who were funding the campaigns of Reid and Feinstein.

Further, Recent disclosures, such as the following, shed disturbing light on the depths of this criminal/behavior:

Did the LA TIMES Article actually disclose an organized crime operation involving some very famous people? SHOCKER THEORY!!!

The LA TIMES just ran an article which exposes Elon Musk's funding system, based on Government hand-outs. Musk rushed to hold a press conference to claim the amount of taxpayer cash, he has received, was "just a pittance". Few, though, find over FIVE BILLION DOLLARS of tax waivers, credits, employment freebies, buildings, exclusive contracts, and other taxpayer provided goodies, to be "a pittance" in these tough times.

While it is true that Musk has now received more taxpayer hand-outs, than any individual in American history, one could argue that he is just a lucky business man.

But, just for the purpose of theoretical discussion, what if some of the darker theories about Musk's coincidental windfalls have some merit?

Let's jump right to the most sinister interpretation of things.

One of the whispered rumours, on the web holds that in 2007, right when Musk's silent partners, Eric Schmidt and John Doerr started, practically, living at the White House in a lobbying frenzy, the Democrats finally acknowledged that they really were the party of the poor, because they were flat broke. So some of them came
up with the idea of creating a Department of Energy fund called the ATVM Fund, loading it up with $25 Billion kick-back dollars of taxpayer cash, awarding it only to Schmidt/Doerr/Musk related companies, and shutting out all of their competitors.

Indeed, history shows that the fund actually was created. It really got $25 Billion, in a unique legal manner, which made the $25 Billion irrevocable. Schmidt/Doerr/Musk's buddy: Steven Chu, was put in charge of it. He hired their friends to staff his office.

See where this is going?

So, per this theory, Musk is actually a kick-back conduit, protected by the White House, to spiff the DNC campaign funds...according to this theory. Which is just a theory. It couldn't really happen, right? The White House wouldn't prop up a guy just to keep him quiet and keep kick-back cash flowing.. right?

So this theory is kind of ironic because, in an amazing coincidence, everything that Musk get's involved in, is exactly stuff that the White House is promoting.

In an even more bizarre coincidence, to pull a scam like this off, the Schmidt/Doerr/Musk Cartel would need the help of U.S. Senators Reid and Feinstein, the most beloved American politicians in history. This whole theory must have come out of the fact that Reid and Feinstein made billions of dollars off of Schmidt/Doerr/Musk Cartel stock investments and campaign contributions, but, that was, of course just another funny coincidence. They even ran, and built, some of the properties that these Department of Energy winners companies sat upon. But, again, coincidence!

The main reason one might cast doubt on this theory is that there are so many hard facts to prove it, that it is just too good to be true, right?

These internet crazies—these theorizers—point to actual facts like the one where all of the profitable chemicals that Tesla and Solyndra were going to buy and sell in volume were controlled by the investors in Kliener Perkins and commodity-managed by their partners: Goldman Sachs. That's just another funny coincidence.

The theorizers point to the fact that Musk's companies have poor business volume, but show a profit whenever there is bad news thanks to Kleiner rushing out to Flash Boy purchase Tesla stock, with an automated stock buying system, in order to pump the stock. Federal, and private investigator, records show that this actually happened. It has also been proven that only Google, Reddit and the other Kleiner-controlled web-news-media mask all negative Musk/Tesla news in perfect synchronisation with the stock pumps, when no other publications on the planet do. Again, these are just coincidences. If people were consciously doing those kinds of things it would be mobster-ism on a Godfather-class scale. But, that couldn't have happened.

Then..get this; “rumour people”, who seem to just be ecstatic about all of these coincidental, highly suspect things, go off on yet another “FACT”. They point out that originators of the scam, from the White House side, had to be Emanuel, Plouffe, Axelrod, Rattner and Gibbs. Then they go on to point out that Emanuel, Plouffe, Axelrod, Rattner and Gibbs suddenly quit the White House at the peak of their career for reasons that don't make sense. The fact that one of them was indicted for stock market fraud only goes to strengthen their case, but, again—these things happen.

So, even if this really had happened, the brave and fearless protector of ethics and morality: Mr. Eric Holder, would have cracked right down on his friends here, who he knew personally, and had dinner with, and had the same lawyers with--- oh,--- well.. but anyway. Eric would have jumped on them, right? The White House wouldn't order the Justice Department and the FBI to ignore Elon Musk, John Doerr and the Silicon Valley Cartel as a kick-back protection order, now would they?
Mobsters kill people. Rajeev Motwani, David Bird, Gary D. Conley, 3 Tesla engineers and a large bunch of others did, certainly, die under mysterious circumstances, and they were all people that this cartel would want dead, but to say that these billionaires are off murdering their adversaries using mysterious CIA stealth murder tricks is overly intriguing.

Of course, as we all now know, every single one of those companies in the ATVM Fund scam grabbed the cash, paid their CEO and Goldman Sachs insiders off-the-top, and immediately went bankrupt in the largest government-funded sequential business-failure suite in history. While some argue that a secret GOP Task Force discovered the plot and forced all of the Kleiner Cartel DOE “Winners” to collapse, in punishment, this is probably another coincidence.

Here is the main argument against this theory, Mobsters are big greasy looking guys with bulbous broken noses and slicked back pompadours. These Musk and Kleiner people wear khaki’s and black turtlenecks. KHAKI’S for god-damn sakes!! You never saw a mobster in khaki’s, right? They shouldn’t have used a Federal agency as the scam front. They should have used a family foundation, like Hillary did. But none of this happened. So, who cares?

So we have clearly crushed another internet rumour from those damn bloggers. Whew!
Based on published federal and media investigations, it appears that White House Staff and Silicon Valley billionaires engaged in a racketeering operation to manipulate hundreds of billions of dollars of taxpayer funds into their own pockets via TARP and Department of Energy funding programs created for the purpose of running this scam. The individuals involved, are charged with organized crime activities, by investigators, but major regulatory agency executives have participated in delays, and cover-ups, in order to prevent effective prosecution of the parties involved.

All of the parties involved in the swindle have now had their communications, meetings, money paths, beneficiary routes and competing interest attacks tracked, documented and verified.

Major banking and corporate entities participated in the crimes and, while all of the banks have been charged with other crimes, they have yet to be prosecuted for this crime.

Any jury trial evidence presentation opportunity can now clearly document the crimes, the players and the facts of this case.

The many investigators, journalists and members of the public, who participated in the assembly of this evidence, challenge all parties to come forward in a live, televised, open public hearing to confirm, or deny, these facts.

Read the facts, decide for yourself:

Tesla: 45500 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538 & Solyndra: 47488 Kato Road, Fremont, CA, 94538 Feinstein's ex-staff & lobbyists work there now. She opened both plants and lobbied them into existence in that location. All that taxpayer money went to those two lots yet hundreds of other applicants were "killed off": COINCIDENCE?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

U.S. Government Vs. Senator C. and Does 1-20

Tonight Al Jazeera ripped Feinstein's colleague, one Mr. Calderone, a new one per an FBI sting operation. He's off to jail soon. You can see the movie about his crimes on America Tonite. Will he roll over on Feinstein and the Senate bribes-for-laws program? It is early in the game and pleas are only just getting discussed.

Ms. Feinstein has some movies out too:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-r6qsQNURow

Who is Dianne Feinstein?

If you were in the Senate and you had been involved in corruption things, you would want to try to get yourself on the Senate Intelligence Committee so you could use, and monitor, agency information and resources to make sure nobody found out about the corruption things you and your husband were doing. Let's take Dianne Feinstein and her husband Richard Blum and his CBRE and vast other stealth companies and funds.
When she was mayor of San Francisco, the San Francisco newspapers were rife with charges of corruption and cronyism about her. Her associate, Roger Boas, went to federal prison for corruption in City Hall AND for child prostitutes. Police reports show that he used child prostitutes plus sent prostitutes out to buy favors for City Hall corrupt winner/loser rigged selections.

She personally interceded in getting Solyndra funded from taxpayer dollars and getting them to build the Solyndra buildings where it benefited her husband’s business connections. Her Family made profits off of Solyndra getting picked as a DOE funding winner.

She personally interceded in getting Tesla funded from taxpayer dollars, and getting them to acquire buildings (physically next to Solyndra in the boondocks of Fremont, California) and equipment where it benefited her husband’s business connections. Her Family made profits off of Tesla getting picked as a DOE funding winner.

Guardian staff report that her husband has made multiple trips to Mongolia transporting cash for deals and now holds business interests there on mining companies that make materials for electric car batteries and other interests that she fought for bill or budget passage on. They have airport records, travel expense reports and photographs of him in Mongolia meeting with sketchy Chinese and Asian Business men. They state that he took suitcases full of cash to Mongolia. Why did Feinstein not properly document this in her disclosures? What intelligence did Blum get near, or to, China?

Richard Blum got a group of Silicon Valley VC’s to buy votes, get out the vote for her and push votes to get her on Committee when she was hanging by a thread from previous near-catches of their misdeeds according to a former reporter from ValleyWag.

Feinstein wrote laws regarding the Regents of California which benefited her husband.

If you web search their names and Corruption or Crony you will find a vast number of stories about all kinds of kickbacks that the Feinstein/Blums have been charged with.

And a person like this has access to all the secret files?

When you chart out all of the front companies, fake family trusts under other trusts, Blum offshore accounts in Belize, The Caymans and other interesting places, companies behind other companies between her and Mr. Blum, you have a facade of misdirection and phoney business names that would make any spy envious. Feinstein’s bills and budgets tie back to more false front organizations that benefit her family interests than almost any other person in the Senate per the latest research from The Guardian.

If you were someone like that you would certainly try to get yourself on the intelligence committee so you could have the first clue when you were about to get caught and to steer investigations away from your crony deals. You would certainly support domestic phone-tapping because you would order such taps on your public-interest agency enemies like the ACLU and BigGovernment.com and The Schweizer team in order to keep an eye on them. Of course she is fighting on behalf of ongoing domestic spying. It is how she covers her ass.

UPDATE:

Here is a teeny, tiny selection of the many corruption charges against Feinstein:

Greenwald asks: "What is the relationship between Feinstein's husband's company: CBRE; and the Tesla, Solyndra and other Green Loan Real Estate deals?"

Demand Answers:

How many times has Richard Blum been to Mongolia and what did he take with him that he did not return with and what did he return with that he did not take with him?

SD- LAT

-------------------------------
NUMMI

Why did Feinstein and her staff sabotage other companies trying to use NUMMI?

What is the relationship between the Comptroller of Fremont California, the Mayor and Feinsteins staff?
Elon Musk is on public record, published and recorded in national media, saying that NUMMI is no good for Tesla and a bad choice for Tesla. Why did Feinstein make him flip flop?

What is the relationship between NUMMI, the properties adjacent to NUMMI, The adjacent Solyndra property and the real-estate company owned by Feinsteins husband: CBRE?

Why do the Feinstein staff that helped get TESLA its taxpayer money now work FOR TESLA? Isn't that illegal? Isn't that unethical?

Do the CIA, The NSA and federal investigators have recordings of Feinstein breaking the law? Did Snowden get some of that data in his cache? Is that why Snowden and Greenwald are so comfortable mouthing off to Feinstein?

What is going on in that meeting with the City of Fremont insiders that Feinstein's chief of staff headed up and who recorded that on their cell phone? It sounds suspicious.

Why did TOYOTA and GENERAL MOTORS say that NUMMI was a “failed plant”?

What was the fire and explosion that the Fremont fire department responded to at the Tesla Nummi plant?.... no, not the second one where the hot metal burned the workers, the earlier one?

Why did Feinstein met with UAW representatives and promise them NUMMI jobs if they supported requested issues and then how many UAW jobs did Musk actually keep on site? Why does LinkedIn show a huge number of Tesla H1-B lawyer hires advertised when all workers were supposed to be American's per the U.S. tax dollar funding?

There are many more questions the federal investigators are asking, let's keep an eye on this...

TDF-H

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“A Massive Surveillance State”: Glenn Greenwald Exposes －
GLENN GREENWALD: I think Dianne Feinstein may be the most Orwellian political official in Washington. It is hard to imagine having a government more secretive than the United States. Virtually everything that government does, －
democracynow.org/2013/6/7/a_massive_surveillance_state_gl
Glenn Greenwald

Now Feinstein is trying to cover her tracks and act like she thinks spying on American’s who were trying to end cronyism was unacceptable. Don’t buy her sudden change of tone. It is all a cover, just like all of her husbands vast network of cover organizations and secret VC kickback networks. If you want to do really big crimes in Washington, you get Feinstein to watch the databases to make sure nobody gets wind of it. It is like the one bank robber that sits in the car to listen to the police scanner during the bank robbery.

GG

If Feinstein’s husband turns out to be a spy for China, wouldn’t that just suck the big one? How can she have so many nasty news articles about her online in very detailed stories by very famous journalists and Washington has never held an investigation on her?

Julie Lentin

40
For years, international financier Richard C. Blum’s vast business portfolio has persisted as a nettlesome issue for his wife, Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), a vocal proponent of increased China trade. Three years ago, he vowed to turn over any profits from his China investments to


Ok, Here is the most extreme theory ever, but it is amusing:

Google, Twitter and Facebook are actually spy agency sting operations and were originally created as such. They conduited the money through Kleiner Perkins offices to launder it. They paid Kleiner’s people off by giving them monopolies on the electric car and battery industries and associated mining interests.

I saw that on a blog and just had to repost it.

How about them Apples? One of the original founders of Twitter is running around saying it wasn’t what he had in mind. Even though they are supposed to be competitors you usually see their “join” or “login as” buttons clumped together on other sites and they sell ads for each other secretly. Those “Google Barges” could just be international waters scrutiny evasion systems. While it sounds crazy, with all the related news coming out this week, it could almost be true. ;-)

H.T.

Feinstein Corruption Scandal

Last week California Senator Diane Feinstein abruptly resigned her position as the chairman and ranking member of the Senate Military Construction Appropriations Subcommittee (MILCON). The MILCON subcommittee is in charge of supervising military construction. The committee also oversees “quality of life” issues for veterans, which includes building housing for military families and operating hospitals and clinics for wounded soldiers. During her six years as MILCON leader Senator Feinstein had a conflict of interest due to her husband Richard C. Blum’s ownership of two major defense contractors, who were awarded billions of dollars for military construction projects that were approved by Senator Feinstein. That’s Billion with a capital B. My very own California Senator Diane Feinstein may have just hit one out of the park folks. By directing Billions of dollars of our tax dollars to her husbands companies, DiFi may have have set a new record for corruption. According to a report compiled by MetroActive a San Francisco area newspaper Diane Feinstein used insider information to direct billions of dollars of military construction projects to companies, URS Corporation and Perini Corporation, that were owned or controlled by her husband.

While setting MILCON agendas for many years, Feinstein, 73, supervised her own staff of military construction experts as they carefully examined the details of each proposal. She lobbied Pentagon officials in public hearings to support defense projects that she favored, some of which already were or subsequently became URS or Perini contracts. From 2001 to 2005, URS earned $792 million from military construction and environmental cleanup projects approved by MILCON; Perini earned $759 million from such MILCON projects.

792 million and 759 million works out to 1.551 Billion dollars. And what portion of this billion and a half dollars did DiFi and her husband pocket?

In 2005, Roll Call calculated Feinstein’s wealth at $40 million, up $10 million from just a year earlier. Reports show her family earned between $500,000 and $5 million from capital gains on URS and Perini stock. From CB Richard Ellis, her husband earned from $1.3 million to $4 million.
Public records show Blum's company paid $4 a share for controlling interest in Perini, and later sold about three million shares for $23.75 each.

The report also showed URS' military construction work in 2000 was only $24 million, but the next year, when Feinstein took over as MILCON chair, military construction earned URS $185 million. Additionally, its military construction architectural and engineering revenue rose from $108,000 in 2000 to $142 million in 2001, a thousand-fold increase.

In late 2005, Blum sold 5.5 million URS shares, worth $220 million.

So a US Senator has used insider information to direct billions of tax payer dollars to her husband's companies and yet I have not seen one word of this in a single antique media outlet. Where is the outrage, where is the indignation, where are CNN, Fox, MSNBC, NBC, ABC, CBS news? And even more importantly where is an investigation by the Senate Rules Committee? Oh wait, Difi is the newly appointed chairman of the Rules Committee so I guess we can rule out an investigation there.

So after pocketing over as much as 300 million dollars as a direct result of her involvement with the MILCON committee DiFi just walks away unscathed?

Where is the investigation and where is DiFi's resignation followed shortly by her indictment? Or does that only happen to Republicans?

Full information can be found here and here and here.

The federal investigation of DiFi is under deepest security because she keeps pulling the plug on the stings and research in her current position, but multiple agencies are still working the case and now multiple news organizations so her day will come.

Andrea - LAT

RT, Al-Jezeera and The Guardian are all said to have narrowed their focus onto Feinstein with a blockbuster story on her expected from one, or all, soon. Glenn Greenwald has been building an ongoing large-format story on her, and took her on, previously. His story, though, is likely not the same as the Guardian effort. Andrea - LAT


http://www.salon.com/2012/07/24/dianne_feinsteins_espionage/
We are most interested in having Elon Musk answer these, and other questions, in front of the U.S. Congress during a live broadcast:

Deposition Draft 2.7 (complied by reporters & public submissions)

- Would Tesla Motors exist today, if Senators, DOE and campaign staff had not been bribed in 2007, 2008 and 2009?

- Has your company, or anyone associated with your company, ever hired multitudes of fake bloggers to post fake positive reviews about Tesla motors in order to create a fake perception of interest?

- Has Tesla Motors ever compensated a publisher, or industrial rating company, for contrived positive reviews or ratings?

- Does Tesla Motors believe that the coordinated manipulation of the public perception of a company, trading on the stock market, via the dissemination of inaccurate data, by the company spokespeople, is not stock fraud and a not a violation of SEC laws?

- What percentage of Tesla Motors do Google's investors, staff and executives own cumulatively?

- How much money did those Tesla/Google investors contribute to election campaigns from 2007 to today? Which campaigns? Did the winners in any of those campaigns award U.S. taxpayer funds to the portfolio companies of those investors? How much money?

- When Tesla Motors applied for the Department of Energy funds Elon Musk stated that Tesla was in exceptional financial health, yet now Elon Musk, and his senior staff, have been recorded stating that the company was nearly bankrupt then. In light of these more recent revelations, is that not a felony violation of the federal "Section 136 Law" which states that 'a company cannot be on the verge of bankruptcy or it shall not receive Department of Energy funds'? New disclosures show that Tesla stated information in it's federal application
which Tesla's founders and staff have stated they knew was false at the time. Should Tesla be prosecuted for this?

- Did Deloitte, under contract to Tesla, arrange false accounting via the Tesla Wells Fargo bank account while Deloitte was also acting, in conflict of interest, as the Department of Energy reviewer of applicants?

- Does Tesla Motors have a confidential relationship with a national group of reporters, from different publications, who have agreed to release Tesla-positive news spin stories on a synchronized basis, at the same time, in order to cover up Tesla investigation disclosures and artificially accelerate stock market values? Has Tesla Motors arranged with Google to have negative Tesla Motors stories down-ranked while having positive Tesla stories up-ranked? Would that be considered stock fraud?

- How many Senators and their families, that you are aware of, own stock in Tesla Motors?

- Was Elon Musk promised any NASA contracts, in advance of the closure of a portion of NASA, in exchange for campaign funding from Tesla and Google investors?

- How many Senators, their families and Google-related investors, that you are aware of, hold stock in lithium-ion battery related companies?

- Has Steven Chu, the former head of the Department of Energy, ever had a personal relationship with any Tesla staff or investors?

- Has Senator Dianne Feinstein, or her family, ever had a personal relationship with any Tesla staff or investors?

- Why are Tesla and Solyndra on the same physical plot of land?

- Has anyone from Senator Dianne Feinstein's office also worked for Tesla Motors and/or Solyndra?

- Did Dianne Feinstein's husband, Richard Blum, ever travel to Mongolia to arrange for resource deals beneficial to Tesla's investors?

- Has anyone associated with Senator Dianne Feinstein's family, named Herb Newman of Sausalito, California, ever supplied staffing to Tesla Motors?

- Has anyone associated with Senator Dianne Feinstein's family had any relationship with the real estate transactions involving Tesla and/or Solyndra real estate?

- Now that the CIA has hacked into Dianne and Kathryn Feinsteins computers and all of Richard Blum's personal and business computers, do you think they found anything incriminating? Do you think the NSA phone and email records from 2007, to today, show anything incriminating?

- Federal whistle-blowers have stated that Tesla Motors was involved in a felony funding kick-back scheme with Dianne Feinstein. Is that true?

- If these charges are true, did you think you would never be caught because the same people who put Eric Holder and Steven Chu in office are paying for the cover-up? Now that Steven Chu has been terminated and Eric Holder is facing multiple charges of contempt, are still feeling so cocky?

- Communications between The California, Fremont City Administrators, Dianne Feinstein's senior staffer (M. Nelson) and the general management of NUMMI indicate that economic and political pressure was used to
manipulate a deal structure. What is your comment on these revelations?

- Panasonic, your battery partner, has been charged with organized crime, dumping, price fixing, the deaths of thousands of battery workers from toxic poisoning and with building lethal battery factories that destroyed all of the towns near them. Is that a problem?

- You said, in writing, in your DOE application documents that the car to be produced with the DOE money was all designed and engineered, yet every aspect of the released model S was designed and engineered AFTER you received the DOE money! Did you lie on your application?

- Do your battery packs release toxic and/or cancer causing fumes when they burn?

- What was your relationship with Eric Strickland, the head of the National Highway Transportation safety agency who quit his job 48 hours after being notified that the toxic Tesla report he knew about was going public?

- Did you falsify lithium-ion safety reports?

- Bernard Tse, your battery program director, and 7 other senior staff, provided your company with numerous severely concerning lithium-ion safety reports which were never presented to the Department of Energy. Were these reports covered up because the Senators and Investors of Google and Tesla all have ownership interest in the lithium-ion industry?

- Has Elon Musk ever spied on his own employees and competitors?

- Has Elon Musk ever undertaken sabotage programs against his competitors?

- Did your SEC filings use tax credits from the White House to make Tesla look like it had profits?

- Did Elon Musk actually found Tesla or did Martin Eberhard found Tesla and Elon Musk then came in later and stole it from him in a hostile takeover?

- You said their were no chances of fire yet you have had two recalls in order to install fire prevention systems AFTER there were fires. Why is that?

- What was Tesla's debt ratio at the time that Tesla applied for the DOE loan? Why do you think Tesla had the worse debt ratio of any applicant yet Tesla was awarded funds with almost no review?

- Why has Tesla spent billions, and a decade, to only sell a few cars when all of your competitors have done 20 times better on less money and in less time? Why are over 200 technical problems with the car documented online by Tesla owners yet you say nothing about those problems? Why are you being sued for fraud under the Federal "Lemon Law"?

- Why were your cars $100,000.00 over budget PER CAR, at the time of your Department of Energy loan application, yet nobody at the DOE commented about that in their review notes?

- Did Steven Chu's senior staff: Matt Rogers and Steven Spinner have any relationship with Tesla-related investors prior to Chu hiring them at the DOE? Was it coincidental that McKinsey Consulting, the company they worked for, produced all of the pitch documents for the White House and Congress, which were used to steer the Federal funds to Tesla Motors?
- Was Tesla Motors funded as a gift to campaign investors?

- Did you lie about asking the NHTSA to conduct a safety study on your car when, in fact, the NHTSA first asked Tesla for a study after fires were reported? Did you then bribe NHTSA officials to halt the request for an investigation after you plea-bargained to install a "titanium safety shield" which, in fact, only solves a small portion of the potentially lethal dangers from your battery pack? Is your battery pack made up of "non-automotive" batteries which are being used in the wrong way relative to what they were built for?

- Are you trying to build a battery factory not far from Mexico in order to take advantage of Mexican workers? Are you concerned that most battery factory workers in China were poisoned with toxins? Are you concerned that your battery factory will ENCOURAGE immigration abuse and devastate our border?

- The founders ex-partners, investors, buyers, suppliers, employees and ex wives have sued Elon Musk for fraud? What does that say about Mr. Musk?

- How many of your employees have been burned alive at your factories? Has OSHA ever fined you?

- If somebody puts a bunson burner or torch under a Tesla, will it blow up? If hackers hack the easily hacked Tesla, can they make the battery charging system overload and blow up? If so, did you inform the NHTSA of this in writing? When?

- Did California State Officials, in Sacramento, California, ever manipulate tax laws and decisions to exclusively benefit Tesla Motors in exchange for perks?

- What percentage of your buyers have killed members of the public with their Tesla Vehicles? Why is that number, in relative terms, higher than any other car company?

- What percentage of your buyers have crashed their Teslas while driving drunk, destroying public property, homes and Teslas? Why is that number, in relative terms, higher than any other car company?

- Have White House staff agreed to protect Tesla, at all costs, in order to keep Mitt Romney's prediction from coming true and to cover campaign funding billionaires?

- Did Tesla representatives meet with Rahm Emanuel, David Axelrod, David Plouffe or their campaign staff prior to the Election of President Obama?

- Is it not true that you have sold 4000% less cars than you told the U.S. Government, in writing, you would sell by this date, in your DOE application documents?

- Why did you switch your factory plans between 5 different cities, during the DOE loan process, when you told everyone that your factory location was already a done deal?

- Do your VC investors pump the stock market rating by buying their own Tesla stock when bad news comes out about Tesla in order to create a synthetic cover-story short term stock rise? Would that be considered part of a stock fraud activity?

- What is the relationship between Tesla's investors, Google's investors and the VC funds of Richard Blum, Dianne Feinstein's husband?

Any reporter who can get a legitimate set of responses to these very important questions, is encouraged to post those responses
Lemon Law King sues Tesla Motors | SOMO NEWS | WordPress.com

Apr 7, 2014 | 2 thoughts on Lemon Law King sues Tesla Motors. Have FACTS proving EPIC FRAUD and TAXPAYER MONEY SCAM by TESLA!

somosnark.wordpress.com/2014/04/07/lemon-law-king-sues-tesla-motors/ | View by Ixquick Proxy

Highlight
Multiple Fraud and Malfeasance Lawsuits Against Tesla | SNARK

Active Tesla Fraud-Related Lawsuit Countdown Score-Card | Dowd Tesla Fraud LLP | Levi & Korsinsky, LLP Investor Class Action Against Tesla Motors.

boycotttesla.wordpress.com/ investigations/ the-tesla-investigation/ investigating-tesla-motors/ fraud-and-malfeasance-lawsuits-against-tesla/ | View by Ixquick Proxy | Highlight

SNARK | FACT-SWARMING FROM SOMO1.COM

Lemon Law King sues Tesla Motors for crappy cars and cover-ups!!!! Tesla | DOZENS OF FRAUD LAWSUITS NOW PRODUCED OVER TESLA FRAUD BY

boycotttesla.wordpress.com | View by Ixquick Proxy | Highlight
Tesla Motors Inc, TSLA Securities Fraud | Class Actions

Dec 16, 2013 | San Francisco, CA: A securities class action lawsuit has been filed in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California on

http://www.bigclassaction.com/lawsuit/tesla-motors-inc-tsla-securities.php | View by Ixquick Proxy | Highlight
New Mexico developer suing Tesla over lost electric car factory

Jul 31, 2012 | Remember back in 2008 when electric car maker Tesla Motors changed has now filed a lawsuit against Tesla for fraud, breach of contract,

http://www.gigaom.com/ 2012/ 07/ 31/ new-mexico-developer-suing-tesla-over-lost-electric-car-factory/ | View by Ixquick Proxy | Highlight
lawsuit | Top News | F&I and Showroom
Wisconsin Attorney Vince Megna filed a lawsuit against Tesla Motors this site was suing for posting fraudulent reviews on behalf of 25 car dealers nationwide.

Tesla motors | SOMO NEWS: A Fact-Swarming Wiki

Jul 8, 2014 | Tesla Co-Founder Eberhard Sues Elon Musk, Tesla. Did Tesla Motors participate in a market rigging scam to rig lithium ion back with free

https://somosnark.wordpress.com/tag/tesla-motors/ | View by Ixquick Proxy | Highlight
Tesla Sued Over New Mexico Model S Factory That Never Was

Aug 1, 2012 | Tesla Motors decision to purchase the former NUMMI automotive against Tesla for fraud,
breach of contract, negligent misrepresentation and

http://www.greencarreports.com/news/1078139_tesla-sued-over-new-mexico-model-s-factory-that-never-was View by Ixquick Proxy Highlight
lawsuit Top News Auto Dealer Monthly

Wisconsin Attorney Vince Megna filed a lawsuit against Tesla Motors this site was suing for posting fraudulent reviews on behalf of 25 car dealers nationwide.


Snopes Misses on Story of Collusion Between Sen. Feinstein and ...

May 31, 2013 ... You are here: HomeU.S. NewsCrimeSnopes Misses on Story of Collusion ... Why, the husband of Senator Dianne Feinstein, that's who! What a ...

Dianne Feinstein's Fake Surveillance Reform Bill | American Civil ...

Nov 8, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein's Fake Surveillance Reform Bill ... enforcement from digging through massive NSA databases for evidence of criminal activity.

Dianne Feinstein and the NSA vs James Madison | Tenth ...

Oct 25, 2013 ... But, I will give you some tools to resist these criminals without relying on people like Dianne Feinstein to do the right thing. Which, by the way, ...

An Open Letter to Dianne Feinstein, Head of the Senate Intelligence ...

Jun 8, 2013 ... Matthew Aikins on war crimes in Afghanistan ... An Open Letter to Dianne Feinstein, Head of the Senate Intelligence Committee. by Norman ...

original.antiwar.com/solomon/2013/06/07/an-open-letter-to-dianne-feinstein-head-of-the-senate-intelligence-committee/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
snopes.com: Senator Dianne Feinstein: 'All Vets Are Mentally Ill'?

Apr 9, 2013 ... Did Dianne Feinstein say that 'All vets are mentally ill and the ... covered by the National Instant Criminal Background Check System or NICS.

www.snopes.com/politics/guns/feinstein.asp - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
A Comment about the history of dual citizen, Dianne Feinstein ...

Aug 5, 2013 ... 1 Dianne Feinstein has funneled over 1 billion in contracts to her ... appropriations subcommittee because of her criminal acts but is still head of ...
Jan 9, 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein: [The Modern Jesse James] Congress should be convening a criminal investigation. There is no doubt in my mind ...

Dec 1, 2013 ... California Senator Dianne Feinstein simply can't help herself, and ... Real criminals aren't affected by background checks that are done by ...

Jan 6, 2013 ... If you check Open Secrets, you will see that Dianne Feinstein took over ... Violent crime in the U.S. is currently at near historic low levels.

Nov 8, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein's Fake Surveillance Reform Bill ... enforcement from digging through massive NSA databases for evidence of criminal activity.

The petition to Charge the Wicked Witch Dianne Feinstein with treason is gaining ground. I would not hold your breath on this as the criminal that occupies the ...

Dianne Feinstein [D, CA] for the 112th Congress of 2011-2012, including a recent ... for years without the need of arbitrary imprisonment without criminal charge.

Oct 28, 2013... to Dianne Feinstein, chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee and an NSA supporter; ... It's a War Criminal policy supported by both parties.

49
Question: Will Dianne Feinstein Investigate Her Own Leak Of...

Sep 27, 2013 ... Question: Will Dianne Feinstein Investigate Her Own Leak Of Classified Info? ... It does not seem to matter what crimes supporters commit.

Dianne Feinstein's gun control theater - Conservative News

Jan 24, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) unveiled her assault ... Have there been a lot of criminal assaults with belt-fed firearms lately? Enter email for alerts ...

Dianne Feinstein's gun control theater - Conservative News

Jun 10, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein Monday called self-professed National Security Agency ... and absolute pardon for any crimes he has committed or may have ...

Sen. Dianne Feinstein blasts Afghanistan's Karzai over refusal to ...

Dec 1, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein had strong words Sunday for Afghanistan's ... It's because she is a part of the leftist, criminal, anti-American, socialist, arrogant ...

Dianne Feinstein Hates You and Everyone You Care About | Redstate

I don't know what I did to make Dianne Feinstein hate me, but she really does. .... pool shock, red chemicals-that-are-apparently-war-crimes-when-white, and, ...

Dianne FeinsteinGun Control Hypocrite - YouTube

Jan 3, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein wants to take our guns ahead of the financial ... disarm only those who are neither inclined nor determined to commit crimes.

Dianne Feinstein to make 1 BILLION DOLLARS off US Postal ...

He just happens to be Dianne Feinstein's husband. The criminals are in control of the world, they make and run the world. They keep getting ...

Sen. Feinstein's Proposed Bill Would Incriminate Anyone Speaking ...

Oct 22, 2013 ... We've seen that Michael Chertoff was the DOJ head of criminal .... http://gawker.com/dianne-feinstein-cant-come-up-with-one-good-defense-of- ...

www.thestateweekly.com/ sen-feinsteins-proposed-bill-would-incriminate-anyone-speaking-agains t-nsas-
Sen. Dianne Feinstein Says 'It's Legal to Hunt Humans'

Mar 9, 2013 ... The latest Democrat misstatement was made by Dianne Feinstein: ... Are we to believe that criminals care about laws against hunting humans?

www.politicaloutcast.com/2013/03/sen-dianne-feinstein-says-its-legal-to-hunt-humans/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Articles about Dianne Feinstein - Los Angeles Times

Re "Hero or criminal?," Editorial, June 11, and "Analyst admits to cyber-spying leaks," June 10 Senate Intelligence Committee head Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) ...

articles.latimes.com/keyword/dianne-feinstein - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Sen. Dianne Feinstein - NRA-ILA | Search

The nation's total violent crime rate hit an all-time high in 1991. ... Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., said that she and other gun control advocates are considering a law ...

www.nraila.org/search.aspx?s=%22Sen.%20Dianne%20Feinstein%22 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Sen. Feinstein wants Glenn Greenwald prosecuted - Lawyers, Guns ...

Jun 9, 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein, chairwoman of the Senate intelligence ... who appeared earlier on the program, was asked about the criminal report ...

www.lawyersgunsmoneyblog.com/2013/06/sen-feinstein-wants-glenn-greenwald-prosecuted - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Dianne Feinstein Delivers Postal Profits to Hubby - Townhall Finance

Nov 4, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein Delivers Postal Profits to Hubby - Bill Tatro ... Federal law exempting elected federal officials from civil and criminal liability for ...

finance.townhall.com/columnists/billtatro/2013/11/04/dianne-feinstein-delivers-postal-profits-to-hubby-n1735565 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Daily Kos: NSA spying scandal: Even Dianne Feinstein finally is ...

Oct 28, 2013 ... When the surveillance state has lost Dianne Feinstein. ..... committee, and then putting a documented perjurer and known criminal to head it.

U.S Senator Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to ...

It called the public relations office at the Postal Service to learn that Feinstein did not secure a sweet deal for CBRE. And FactCheck talked to Feinstein's press ...

snopes.com: CBRE/Richard Blum and USPS

Oct 23, 2013 ... Does the husband of Senator Dianne Feinstein chair a company that brokers sales of USPS
facilities?

www.snopes.com/politics/business/blum.asp - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
EXCLUSIVE: Senator's husband's firm cashes in on crisis ...

Apr 21, 2009 ... Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation earlier this year to route $25 billion ... The shares were purchased for the going price of $3.77; CBRE's ...

How Dianne Feinstein's Husband Sells Post Office Real Estate to ...

Sep 25, 2013 ... CBRE is also charged with appraising the fair market value of these properties ... Dianne Feinstein is one of the most shameless, authoritarian, ...

Dianne Feinstein Still Dogged by Allegations of Conflicts of Interest

Jun 6, 2012 ... Specifically, for at least 15 years, Feinstein has appeared to support ... stock, and another $1.3M-$4M from CB Richard Ellis, a global real estate ...

Letter to Senator Dianne Feinstein | The Nader Page

Oct 10, 2013 ... Letter to Senator Dianne Feinstein ... Dear Senator Feinstein, ... C.B. Richard Ellis Group, Inc. (CBRE), the company chaired by your husband, ...

www.nader.org/2013/10/10/letter-senator-dianne-feinstein/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Sen. Diane Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to Cronies on ...

Sep 25, 2013 ... Diane Feinstein, Richard Blum, is feeding at the Postal Service privatization trough. Blum is the chairman of C.B. Richard Ellis (CBRE) which ...

Sen. Dianne Feinstein Caught in a Conflict of Interest? - Yahoo Voices

Jan 13, 2013 ... Most of the citizens served by those four thousand post offices soon to be for sale think Dianne Feinstein's wifely relationship to CBRE's ...

voices.yahoo.com/ sen-dianne-feinstein-caught-conflict-interest-11970899.html - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Sen. Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to His Friends ...

Nov 8, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein has never been a favorite Senator of mine. ... CBRE appears to have repeatedly violated its contractual duty to sell postal ...

leisureguy.wordpress.com/ 2013/ 11/ 08/ sen-dianne-feinsteins-husband-selling-post-offices-to-his-friends-cheap/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Privatization Nightmare: Sen. Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling ... 

Oct 30, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein's Husband Selling Post Offices to His Friends, Cheap ... CBRE has sold valuable postal properties to developers at prices that ... 

www.alternet.org/economy/post-office-and-privatization - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight 
Ralph Nader writes Senator Feinstein on potential conflict of interest ... 

Oct 2, 2013... Ralph Nader has written to Senator Dianne Feinstein to express his ... of the contact between CBRE and the USPS to sell postal properties. 

Feinstein routes government money to firm doing business with ... 

Apr 21, 2009 ... The Washington Times reports that Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) ... The shares were purchased for the going price of $3.77; CBRE's stock ... 

Did Feinstein really land her husband billions? - WorldNetDaily 

Nov 11, 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., stands to reap a windfall from an exclusive ... But CBRE, the world's largest commercial real estate firm, is not owned ... 

www.wnd.com/2013/11/did-feinstein-really-land-her-husband-billions/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight 
Oh joy Diane Feinstein's husband behind selling off of Historic Post ... 

The California connection is that CBRE is headquartered in Los ... He also happens to be the husband of California Senator Dianne Feinstein. 

www.democraticunderground.com/10022326804 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight 
Nader to Feinstein: Stop the USPS Sell Off - Corporate Crime Reporter 

Oct 5, 2013 ... Investigative journalist Richard Byrne has dug into CBRE's and ... titled: Going Postal: U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein's Husband Sells Post ... 

Senator Feinstein's Husband Stands to Make Millions from USPS ... 

Jun 4, 2013 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein has long been accused of corruption and ... 2011 when the Post Office awarded the CBRE Group Inc. a contract to be ... 

www.blacklistednews.com/ Senator_Feinstein%E2%80%99s_Husband_Stands_to_Make_Millions_from_USPS _Contract/ 26454/ 0/ 38/ 38/ Y/ M.html - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight 
Daily Kos: Selling off the Post Office: Berkeley calls out Richard Blum 

Dec 1, 2012 ... CBRE advises the USPS on what properties to sell. ... Montgomery Street to One Post Street, the office of California Senator Dianne Feinstein. 

www.dailykos.com/ story/ 2012/ 12/ 01/ 1165912/ -Selling-off-the-Post-Office-Berkeley-calls-out-Richard-Blum
Anatomy of A Civic Corruption Case- San Francisco- The Bridge To Sin
THE COLD CASE THAT IS NOW VERY HOT! INVESTIGATORS NOW HAVE THE FINAL PIECES OF THE PUZZLE!

Part 1- The Golden Days

See how the Golden Gate Bridge and a little bridge between two buildings at Embarcadero Center connected to an organized crime and child sex abuse ring for billionaires in A billion dollar real estate political kickback scam, by San Francisco "elites", to create an owned and controlled Senator.

Interesting that one has posted pictures of them-self dancing and hugging very young girls on Facebook, one was arrested and indicted for running an underage prostitution ring for billionaire campaign backers and San Francisco "elites", One (A senior public official) had their daughter removed from their home by the police because she was sexually abused (Police reports available) and one was charged with hiring underage prostitutes.

FLOWER_GIRL446799 You would think it would be hard to be indicted for BOTH running a child prostitution ring for Pacific Heights billionaires AND helping to embezzle government funds for Moscone Convention Center AND Embarcadero Center but one managed to do both, on behalf of the others.

James Bronkema was known as David Rockefeller's "Bag Man" on the West Coast. He looked exactly like the greedy little "Monopoly Man" Billionaire on the game-board and even sported the same mustache and vest just to make the point that he was not only corrupt, he was BAD ASS CORRUPT and he would get the Rockefellers on your ass if you messed with him!

James_Bronkema
"Bronk"

When a real estate or political policy action needed to be greased, Bronkema or Coblentz showed up with the cash for the Supervisors, inspectors and public policy-types. Bronkema was one of the creators of "Flower" and ran the cash into John Molinari's Mayoral campaign. He put his girl-friends in executive city jobs as payoff for services rendered. Their hope was to move Molinari from Mayor, to Senator to Governor and on up... but that didn't work out....... when the FBI showed up on some doorsteps.

JAMES_BRONKEMA_EVIL
James Bronkema

Bronkema ran the Business Bureau, The Golden Gate Bridge, Embarcadero Center and Rockre, a "private business operations group" for the Rockefellers. He funneled kickbacks, cron deals and special favors from San Rafael to Oakland to City Hall. When his manipulations went international, he cooked his own goose.

JOHN_MOLINARI_FEINSTEIN
They got a different party to play Senator and Molinari was forgotten but not forgiven for his false campaign district address, tax form creativity and family police incidents. A bug was placed in Molinari's Classic Jaguar and feds got quite a bit of dirt on old-school San Francisco corruption off of Molinari's North Beach idle chatter. Molinari then turned State's evidence.

Once Molinari ate it in the elections, they plowed all of the cash into Feinstein.

A key associate (Goudie, aligned with Molinari) was a top Presidential appointee and campaign funder who was arrested and indicted for federal funds fraud in the Christopher Columbus Scandal which emulated the Golden Gate Bridge Scandal with the same consultants. (Check out his old Facebook page).

**CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS AND THE MOBSTERS:**

```
COLUMBUS1 COLUMBUS2 COLUMBUS3 COLUMBUS4 COLUMBUS5 COLUMBUS6 COLUMBUS7
COLUMBUS8 COLUMBUS9 COLUMBUS10 COLUMBUS11 COLUMBUS12 COLUMBUS13 COLUMBUS14
```

In a special event scam, that Molinari and Bronkema schemed up, (that was a bigger Disaster than the recent SF America's Cup), quite a bit of taxpayer cash went sideways.

Said Marin County activist, Gene Pratt: "The Golden Gate Bridge District is a bunch of Crooks"

**TERRY_SELLARDS_SHILLMASTER**

TERRY SELLARDS: The PitchMan

The new Silicon Valley Prostitution cases have opened up the Old San Francisco child prostitution cases, as girls reveal decades of abuse and finally tell reporters what really happened back then. Which Silicon Valley and SF Venture Capitalists, who you see quoted in the news lately, were founders of "Flower" the top secret San Francisco underage sex ring for billionaires, held in the billionaires hotels so surveillance security could be totally controlled, (With SF, NYC and Silicon Valley Branches), which is, apparently, still operating? Why are they so excited about all of the underage girls coming over the border in the Mexican child border crisis? Why are Silicon Valley CEO's and VC's so supportive of "child Immigrants"?

Paying a bribe for real estate exclusives was often done with cash and hookers, known as "pink cash" in SF.

Why was NAMBLA allowed to thrive in San Francisco at the time, Including being given San Francisco Public Libraries, On Potrero hill and in other locations, to hold their secret "how to abuse children" meetings? (See FBI reports on NAMBLA)

Which San Francisco billionaire VC, in the news lately for other reasons, has a regular weekly appointment to have six nude girls come over and read him books from his library while he pleasures himself?

Which one is under investigation regarding a murder and an attempted murder?

Which one ordered a "hit" on someone?

Part of Kubrick's film: "Eyes Wide Shut" was based on "Flower". The cost for a young virgin started at $50,000.00. Taking her virginity was called: "picking a flower".

Run all of the names on your database and draw the financial, business and personal connections and see how...
interesting this case REALLY is!

Who was the bigger real estate guru: Blum, Rockefeller or Shorenstein?

What do Dianne Feinstein, Richard Blum, James Bronkema, Roger Boas, John Molinari and David Rockefeller all have in common? All them reported to WHO?

Nobody can now say they "didn't know what was going on!" The evidence overtly implicates all of the players.

Was there a different reason, than we were told, that Mayor George Moscone was killed? Dan White said he was "drugged up on Twinkies", was he drugged up on something else so he could carry out his "kill orders" from on high?

Who went to federal prison and who didn't?

Who ordered the case shut down, but who kept working on it because they thought there was a major cover-up going on?

Who took the fall while the others kept on keeping on?

Who paid for who's political campaign..and still does? Who pulls who's strings?

Who is under 24 hour digital device surveillance by 5 different agencies? (Answer: EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THEM, THEIR FAMILIES AND ASSOCIATES)

What is a RICO?

What did federal investigators find when they set-up an office in one of the suspects condo buildings across from his office above Chevy's Restaurant?

How bad is running a child prostitution ring for the San Francisco elite and Silicon Valley founders?

How much, in bribes and corruption, did the exclusive little bridge from one Embarcadero Center to another, over the public road, really cost Boas, Rockefeller, Molinari, Bronkema and Feinstein?

Who is still operating as a front for whom?

Let's discuss. Send in your links. Watch for the YOUTUBE VIDEO: Anatomy of A Civic Corruption Case and please ask PBS Frontline to pick up the full length version!

Please ask City, State and Federal agencies to OFFICIALLY RE-OPEN THIS CASE!

TA- Former FB*, Associate Producer/ D- SF Chron, FG, J- Worked with Bruce Brugman, GG, HJK, R- Latimes, Wspo-G, bSpecial thanks to D at Regional Federal Office
SAN FRANCISCO'S COLDEST CASE / A coverup is still suspected ...

16 Feb 2003 ... ... chief administrative officer under mayors George Moscone and Dianne Feinstein. ... Campaign posters of Boas dotted the city, and a prostitute ... on the brothel operators, Roger Boas and seven other customers, including ...

BRIDGE

This bridge broke the camels back and connects, politically and financially, to The Golden Gate Bridge District which was, at the time, operated as a private government for personal profit by the suspects. These is the only real estate project in the City that got this deal...bribes DO work!.... until you get caught! Notice the "bunker-like" Compound construction of Embarcadero Center shaped like the Bohemian Club "Owl Books"

JMSFPDCASE-Page1
To protect the identity of the abused girl, we will not show the un-blurred form but it, and associated files, can be seen at SFPD, FBI and WIKILEAKS via FOIA

ASSET2
The complexities of sex party and secret meeting hiding

Rock66

When you make a chart of all of these people and their political, personal and business connections, almost everything is revealed . / Says David: "The greatest fun you will ever have, in your life, is dropping these names into a Federal Cross-Checker, like XKEYSCORE, FCCPS, or NCVS, and watching the results! Afterwards, add "Feinstein", or "Saxeena", and try it again. Wow! Epic!"

David T. is a Federal Special Investigator. Says David: "The greatest fun you will ever have, in your life, is dropping these names into a Federal Cross-Checker, like XKEYSCORE, FCCPS, or NCVS, and watching the results! Afterwards, add "Feinstein", or "Saxeena", and try it again. Wow! Epic!" David also stated that: "John Goudie's (Of Christopher Columbus Anniversary Fame) stand-alone case files, by themselves, are a week of Ludlum-class reading. He was so old-school"

The most interesting lines of connection in the organized crime databases go from David Rockefeller to Tony Blair To Rakesh Saxeena (Tony Blair interceded in Saxeena's trial in England over Blackwater gun running, a case that ties back to Senator Leland Yee's arrest) to Wendy Deng to Rupert Murduch. Said David: "Sierra Leone is the most out of the way, tiny, sad little country but the mega-billionaires will do anything to get the raw gemstones and mineral ore buried under it..... Rakesh Saxeena is the most dashing, undercover, mysterious, amazing spooky guy you will ever meet in your life. Rockefeller may think he is bad-ass but he is in kindergarten compared to Rakesh. Is he evil, Is he secretly saving countries or secretly destroying them?...hard to say..... Oh, and by the way, The Illuminati never, ever, call themselves "The Illuminati"...... There are five groups of "businessmen s clubs" who get together to plan laws, purchases and contracts that will increase their stock value and profits. They do share common beliefs but not all five share the same beliefs so they are always in a subtle war. From time-to-time some jump ship from one group to another. It's as simple as that..... They love the myth of the "Illuminati" because it creates confusion and disinformation. The "Illuminati" are a bullshit myth. The businessmens clubs are the real deal and you can see them at work in the headlines every week. The 'ceremonies' at the Grove and the Masons and the other outfits are simple psychological reinforcement tactics to make them all feel more bonded and "above it all". It works."

Goudie was trying to copy the financial skimming scam that the Golden Gate Bridge directors were using for their Golden Gate Bridge Anniversary scheme to fund campaigns and personal hobbies. Goudies business partners ratted him out, though, first claiming he killed his wife, by bludgeoning, to get the attention of the feds. Goudie went to prison but various murder claims never stuck.
Part 2- The Investigation Deepens

Now that key players are either dead, indicted, arrested or otherwise interdicted, the rest of the story can be revealed.

Rockefeller and Bronkema came up with a plan to build the downtown version of The Bohemian Grove; A financial district compound which was totally under their control and that could cut off the "little people" of the outside world unless they were needed to deliver sandwiches or run errands. All of the Bohemian Grovers and cartel planners could be in the same buildings, keep their girls in the adjacent condo's and it would be one big happy, corrupt, family. You will find, in records searches, that almost everyone from the spooky Bohemian Grove sex and monopoly planning club, also had offices in the Embarcadero Center compound.

James_BRONKEMA_ILLUMINATI
James Bronkema

A walk around San Francisco's Embarcadero Center reveals a Q-Sensitive militaristic facade of concrete bunker-like structures where you can never walk without 3 cameras on you at all times. Metal sign-plates in the ground remind you that you are not in the outside world and that you better watch your P's and Q's. An ideal configuration for a modern version of the Speak-Easy, ready to hide dirty deeds upon a "Cheese it, The Cops" internal announcement signal. There is only one way in and one way out for the entries, all carefully guarded and monitored.

Bronk, a builder, was trained by the Rockefellers in "private governments". He honed his skills running the Golden Gate Bridge, it's own private government suspended in a no-mans land between San Francisco and Marin Counties, but accountable to no one. It was supposed to stop charging tolls once the bridge was paid for but the cash flow from taxpayer to bridge director pockets was so good, they figured, "why kill the golden cow". Many bridge directors have now faced the law over "accounting discrepancies. Bridge Directors are now pretty much under permanent 24 hour digital law enforcement surveillance because they tend to be so naughty.

The entire foundation of the house circled on the right was built from stolen Golden Gate Bridge steel, paid for by taxpayers money, and looks right in the window of another Golden Gate Bridge executives home (the house circled on the left).

Then the operation moved up. Big Office complexes with their own bridges between buildings (So you never had to interact with the commoners) and fancy hotel chains that were hidden behind layers of trusts, assumed names, holding companies, corporate facades and inter-level contracts were the new private government.

This was the perfect layout to evade law enforcement. Not only could you trot parades of hookers in, and out and ditch the video, you could have all kinds of secret sketchy meetings. The Pacific Union Club, (The Original Bohemian Grove Urban Compound) on top of Nob Hill, has a little Victorian house across the street. (next to the parking garage) from it on California Street. That house has a tunnel under the street to the Pacific Union Club for bringing the Hookers in; according to Tommy, the former car lot attendant. That pales in comparison to the Bronkema/Rockefeller scheme.

After each sex party, or sketchy meeting, they would order all of the security cameras to have a Lois Lerner-like hard drive crash. They believed this destroyed all of the evidence. They controlled all of the buildings and all of the security, they could do as they please...they thought. Some former security guards saw the profit potential in hanging onto some of those tapes and hard-drives before they got wiped.

JAMES_BRONKEMAS_GIRLFRIEND
The Girlfriend

The recent death-by-hooker of the ultra high tech Google executive shows that even the most savvy ultra-rich geeks can't hide from surveillance camera interdiction.

The cool thing about cameras is that they turn all audio and video into a signal, the interesting thing about that is that any signal can be intercepted, even before it reaches the security office. Let's repeat: Somebody else can ALWAYS get the signal before it gets to where the bad guys think it is going to go! Private activists now have Bohemian Grove under personal drone surveillance, camera interdiction and, the wilder ones, have pre-climbed Redwood trees, in advance of the retreat, and placed hidden micro-tiny chip cameras high up in the bark of the redwoods... this will be interesting.

SURVEILLANCE-VIDEO
Surveillance Video Is Forever!

But, this was part of the downfall. Those who believe they are immune from the law finally make pretty big mistakes. Their ego and power mania's always bring them down.

When Bronk and his Rockre associates started meeting with NGO's, Nigerian Oilfield barons, The notorious Rakesh Saxeena (Look him up) and middle east mining heads; Interpol, GCHQ and all kinds of law enforcement people became interested.

To his dying day, James Bronkema denied that he was "A Bohemian Grove Grand Wizard", or "West Coast Grand Master of the Illuminati" or anything "creepy or mysterious". "I am merely a humble servant to the world's needs", he said in one of his last communications with a reporter...

Dianne Feinstein's [espionage] - Salon.com

24 Jul 2012 ... In sum, leaks of classified information are a heinous crime when done to ... But what makes the case of Dianne Feinstein extra egregious is that, ...

www.salon.com/2012/07/24/dianne_feinstein_espionage/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight

[wpvideo 2m8DfJgZ]
Dianne Feinstein on Crime - On The Issues

Voted YES on reinstating $1.15 billion funding for the COPS Program. Amendment would increase funding for the COPS Program to $1.15 billion for FY 2008 to ...

www.ontheissues.org/domestic/Dianne_Feinstein_Crime.htm - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Dianne Feinstein - News, Articles, Biography, Photos - WSJ.com

As California's senior Senator, Dianne Feinstein has built a reputation as an independent voice, working with both Democrats and Republicans to find ...

topics.wsj.com/person/F/dianne-feinstein/5519 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight

BOHEMIAN-GROVE-BOOK-DESIGN-MAIN
Dianne Feinstein Biography - Encyclopedia of World Biography
Dianne Feinstein was elected San Francisco's first female mayor in 1979 and ... was employed by a public affairs group that was interested in criminal justice.

Now some people might read this and say to themselves: "This is all too creepy, I don't live in this world, I don't want to know about this. I just want to drive my Escalade and pick up the eggs at the store each morning"

But the fact is, You DO live in this world. IF you choose to ignore the facts that create the world you live in, then you make yourself like a farm animal, a cow, breeding stock to be harvested for revenue. Do you really want to be that dumb and used?

You really might want to think about helping law enforcement to bust the bad guys and helping politicians to make laws that help the public and not the campaign billionaires.

Sandy-

Alex Shoumatoff on the Bohemian Club | Vanity Fair

1 May 2009 ... An undated photograph from inside the Bohemian Grove; John 'Jock' ... Aside from the prostitutes who are rumored to be visited by randy ...

They are the Bohemians, formally known as the Bohemian Club. ... have come out of the Grove about wild homosexual orgies, male and female prostitutes being ...

21 Feb 2013 ... I met up with my team, they were the Bohemian Grove Full ... they will bring in prostitutes and the prostitutes will hang out at their golf club.

Bohemian Grove is a private club in the woods of Monte Rio, California where the ... old men soliciting male prostitutes, among many other truly bizarre findings.

17 Jan 2006 ... New footage obtained from a Bohemian Grove employee offers us ... of drunken frivolity,
homosexual prostitution, and satanic deity worship.

The following are Senator Feinstein's current committee assignments: ... in the Senate, ranging from criminal justice to antitrust and intellectual property law.

The petition to Charge the Wicked Witch Dianne Feinstein with treason is gaining ground. I would not hold your breath on this as the criminal that occupies the ...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvupo5wUi18
Snopes Misses on Story of Collusion Between Sen. Feinstein and ...

31 May 2013 ... Feinstein and Husband's Company. Written by Bob Adelmann ... Why, the husband of Senator Dianne Feinstein, that's who! What a bunch of ...

BOHEMIAN-GROVE-PLANNING-MEETING
Bohemian Grove "Planning Meeting". Some of the most powerful old white men on Earth are in this photograph. These ARE the kinds of people that have Mayor's assassinated so they can put their Senator's in power... as one theory goes (!)

29 Sep 2005 ... There are many offshoots of the Bohemian Club, The most famous US ... of the grove have both male and female prostitutes and even gay porn ...

The Bohemian Club has an Annual Summer Encampment, a two-week ... members often leave at night to enjoy the company of many prostitutes and mind ...

In the first 50 years of the club's existence the Bohemian Grove was comparatively ..... Hookers came to a certain bar in Monte Rio at ten each night, he said.
Alex Jones reveals gay rituals of Bohemian Grove ...

Also, says Jones, male prostitutes are shipped in internationally to service the party goers.

elitist Luciferian secret societies, one of which is called the Bohemian Grove .... the Bohemian Grove have admitted that young boys and homosexual prostitutes ...

They are the Bohemians, formally known as the Bohemian Club. ... have come out of the Grove about wild homosexual orgies, male and female prostitutes being ...

14 Jul 2012 ... This footage is from 2007, it's old but still great confrontations. Please help support Luke and We Are Change by donating at wearechange.org.

21 Feb 2013 ... I met up with my team, they were the Bohemian Grove Full ... they will bring in prostitutes and the prostitutes will hang out at their golf club.

31 Aug 2006 ... For more than a century, the Bohemian Grove, a 2700-acre forest retreat in ... Also, they have hotels nearby where hookers stay, and members ...
Dianne Feinstein launches scathing attack on CIA over alleged...

11 Mar 2014 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein speaks to reporters after accusing the CIA of cover-up and criminal activity in a speech on the Senate floor.

CIA says: "Feinstein, you fucked with the wrong people, we have ALL of the dirt on you, did you forget who we are!"

Meet CISA ⚡ Dianne Feinstein's Latest Attack on Privacy, Civil...

8 hours ago ... Unsurprisingly, the only distinctly native American criminal class, as ... Cisa is what Senator Dianne Feinstein, the bill's chief backer and the ...

Dianne Feinstein Calls Out the C.I.A. for Spying on the Senate: The...

11 Mar 2014 ... The C.I.A. spied on the Senate, Dianne Feinstein said on Tuesday. ... the Panetta review to the Department of Justice as a possible criminal act.

Former Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D) has spurred plenty of Internet buzz as of late over some comments he made about Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Cali.)

Dianne Feinstein launches scathing attack on CIA over alleged...

11 Mar 2014 ... Senator Dianne Feinstein speaks to reporters after accusing the CIA of cover-up and criminal activity in a speech on the Senate floor.

CIA says: "Feinstein, you fucked with the wrong people, we have ALL of the dirt on you, did you forget who we are!"


Meet CISA ⚡ Dianne Feinstein's Latest Attack on Privacy, Civil...

8 hours ago ... Unsurprisingly, the only distinctly native American criminal class, as ... Cisa is what Senator Dianne Feinstein, the bill's chief backer and the ...


Dianne Feinstein Articles, Photos, and Videos - Los Angeles Times

The Justice Department has announced that it won't pursue a criminal ... Dianne Feinstein: Here's how to deal with the desperate children at the border. Dianne ...


Feuding CIA, Senate avoid criminal charges from Justice ... - KPCC

5 days ago ... Senate Intelligence Committee Chairwoman Dianne Feinstein alleged in ... On Thursday, the Justice Department declined to bring criminal ...


Dianne Feinstein Calls Out the C.I.A. for Spying on the Senate: The ...

11 Mar 2014 ... The C.I.A. spied on the Senate, Dianne Feinstein said on Tuesday. ... the Panetta review to the Department of Justice as a possible criminal act.

www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/closeread/2014/03/dianne-feinstein-calls-out-the-cia-for-spying-on-the-senate.html - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight

Dianne Feinstein - Huffington Post

Former Montana Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D) has spurred plenty of Internet buzz as of late over some comments he made about Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-Cali.)

www.huffingtonpost.com/news/dianne-feinstein/-View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
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The San Francisco Bay Guardian newspaper came under direct, and personal, attack for attempting to expose these indiscretions. Senior Bay Guardian and EX SF Weekly and FIST staff know the whole story.

No Criminal Charges In Senate-CIA Spat, Justice Department Says ...

6 days ago ... Senate Intelligence Committee Chairwoman Dianne Feinstein alleged in ... On Thursday, the Justice Department declined to bring criminal ...

Moscone/Milk assassinations - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Moscone/Milk assassinations were the killings of San Francisco Mayor George ... as it meant Moscone could tip the balance of power on the Board as well as ... White fled the scene as Feinstein entered the office where Milk lay dead.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moscone%E2%80%93Milk_assassinations - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Dianne Feinstein - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Dianne Goldman Berman Feinstein, born Dianne Emiel Goldman (/ˈfaɪnstaɪn/ .... "As president of the board of supervisors, it's my duty to make this announcement. Both Mayor Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk have been shot and killed.

Testimony of Diane Feinstein in the trial of Dan White for the killing ...

Q Now, Mayor Feinstein, George Moscone, who was the actually elected Mayor of ... had the power, did he not, to appoint persons to the Board of Supervisors, ... a problem from taking place, because Dan Horanzey was to be sworn at 11:30, ...

law2.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/milk/feinstein testimony.html - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Dianne Feinstein Gun Laws Wouldn't Have Stopped Harvey Milk ...

19 Mar 2013 ... Dianne Feinstein gun laws would not have stopped the murders of Harvey Milk, ... body, and I was the one to put a finger in a bullet hole, trying to get a pulse. ... The same month that Harvey Milk and George Moscone were murdered, ... I believe that she realized that it is the ...

Dianne Feinstein On Moscone, Milk Deaths - YouTube

19 Jul 2010 ... Dianne Feinstein reflects on the tragic deaths of George Moscone and Harvey Milk. ... election fraud and the people who got him in went on a child killing spree? ... where she understands the power a gun can give to a person, both as .... change the fact that regulating guns will ...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4051pdMlnQ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Just learned Diane Feinstein replaced a Mayor back in 70's who was ...

After he was killed Dianne Feinstein was sworn in as mayor as she was then ... and thus could tip the Board's balance of power in Moscone's favor. ... City Hall to meet with Moscone and make a final plea for appointment.

www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2099147/pg1 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight CITY HALL SLAYINGS / 25 Years Later / Revisiting the horror of that ...

26 Nov 2003 ... Dianne Feinstein was president of the Board of Supervisors. ... "I put my finger to see if there was any pulse, and it went in a bullet hole in his ... Ten days before Moscone and Milk were killed, a mad San ... The mayor had the power to name a supervisor to replace White, and ...


He slipped the gun into his shoulder holster and put on his suit jacket to hide it. ... White, who'd learned how to kill during basic training, straddled Moscone, leaned ... Dianne Feinstein found Milk only moments after White left. ... stories about the electric chair charred the public into second ...

www.notfrisco.com/colmatales/moscone/mosc3.html - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight George Moscone's murder explored in new play directed by his son ...

9 Jan 2012 ... It's a hard-hitting memory play that harnesses the power of myth, history ... the rise of (Dianne) Feinstein have clouded the event of Moscone's death. ... that had fallen away from a bullet wound and tried to put it back in place.

www.mercurynews.com/ci_19707104 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight Five Ways Dianne Feinstein Has Kicked Butt | TIME

12 Mar 2014 ... Dianne Feinstein, chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, speaks with ... after a speech on the Senate floor that accused the CIA of searching computers set up ... But this isn't the first time Feinstein has spoken truth to power. ... White murdered Milk and Moscone because he ...

www.time.com/22000/five-ways-dianne-feinstein-has-kicked-butt/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight All the President's Women (Part 3): Diane Feinstein | Dave Hodges ...

4 Jan 2013 ... In 2009, Senator Dianne Feinstein introduced legislation which ... liberal democrat please explain to America how Feinstein's crimes are not as ...


Call to police from an angry wife blows a decades-old Texas cold case wide open. ... horrible scene," Johnny Goudie told CBS News correspondent Tracy Smith.

www.cbsnews.com/news/48-hours-mystery-who-killed-natalie-antonetti/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight Columbus Day - Offnews.info | Inteligencia y Seguridad, Terrorismo ...
12 Oct 2009 ... The grandiloquently named Christopher Columbus Quincentenary ... Miami developer and Republican fund raiser John Goudie, resigned last ...

www.offnews.info/verArticulo.php?contenidoID=18022 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
'92 Columbus Jubilee Is Mired in Problems - New York Times

18 Dec 1990 ... The chairman, John N. Goudie, a Republican fund-raiser in Miami, said ... by the Christopher Columbus Quincentenary Jubilee Commission ...


Stephen J. Summerhill and John Alexander Williams, Sinking Columbus: Contested History ... Appalachian State University, headed the Christopher Columbus ... sponsors. Goudie could not even attract support from Hispanic American.

www.learner.org/courses/worldhistory/support/reading_2_3.pdf - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight

Articles citations with the tag: COLUMBUS, Christopher, 1451-1506

Results 1 - 50 ... Describes the presumed landing place of Christopher Columbus in the New .... Columbus Quincentenary Jubilee Commission, John Goudie.

connection.ebscohost.com/tag/COLUMBUS%252C%2BChristopher%252C%2B1451-1506 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight

Goodbye, Columbus by Garry Wills | The New York Review of Books

22 Nov 1990 ... The Conquest of Paradise: Christopher Columbus and the Columbian ... When I interviewed John Goudie in his Florida real estate office, ...


U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein publicly accuses CIA of criminal ...

11 Mar 2014 ... WASHINGTON — The head of the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee accused the CIA Tuesday of criminal activity in improperly searching a ...


Meet CISA — Dianne Feinstein's Latest Attack on ... - Prison Planet.com

8 hours ago ... Unsurprisingly, the only distinctly native American criminal class, as ... Cisa is what Senator Dianne Feinstein, the bill's chief backer and the ...

Former San Francisco Chief Administrative Officer Roger Boas was sentenced Friday to three years' ... Ex-S.F. Official Boas Pleads Guilty on Sex Counts.

At the same time, newly unsealed indictments show that 12 others, ... In addition to retired Chief Administrative Officer Roger Boas, 67, charges ...  

The 1980s offered no shortage of criminal activity for Garnier's vice ... grand jury returned indictments on the brothel operators, Roger Boas and ...  

Strauss was indicted July 28 on six counts of fraud, perjury and cover-up charges .... Articles about Roger Boas - Los Angeles Times Ex-S.F. Official Boas ...  

Campaign posters of Boas dotted the city, and a prostitute ... on the brothel operators, Roger Boas and seven other customers, including ...  

Was George Moscone killed because he was going to bust “Flower”? Was Harvey Milk's death just a distraction cover?
10 May 1981 ... "We've got to fill up the hotel rooms," observed Roger Boas, San ... set by the Board of Supervisors and approved by Mayor Dianne Feinstein. Was Moscone killed because he was going to blow the case on "Flower" wide open? Was this a Manchurian Candidate ploy to put Feinstein in office?

Articles about John Molinari - Los Angeles Times

John Molinari, 94; Former Justice of State Appellate Court. September 16, 2004 | From ... Agnos in the Nov. 3 primary to succeed Mayor Dianne Feinstein. NEWS ...

articles.latimes.com/keyword/john-molinari - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Divided San Francisco Eyes Election - New York Times

21 Oct 1987 ... ... Dianne Feinstein, is nearing the end of her eventful term as Mayor. ... one between Supervisor John L. Molinari, a former Republican who is a ...

Board of Supervisors : Inauguration

31 Jan 2014 ... Dianne Feinstein, January 08, 1970. John Molinari, January 08, 1972. Ron Pelosi (Seated) - President of the Board, January 08, 1968. Dorothy ...

Just learned Diane Feinstein replaced a Mayor back in 70's who was ...

Diane Feinstein was his political enemy on a coalition that opposed him, ... "Milk, Silver, and Lau along with John Molinari and Robert Gonzales ...

www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message2099147/pg1 - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Usual Suspects ⋅ San Francisco's Political Homepage » Board History

Harry Britt was first appointed in January 1979 by Mayor Dianne Feinstein, succeeding ... John Molinari was elected in 1971, 1975, 1977, 1979, 1980, and 1984.

www.usualsuspects.com/elections/board-history/ - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Jewish Community-3 - Encyclopedia of San Francisco

Roberta Achtenberg, Roger Boas, Harold Dobbs (father of the author of this essay), Dianne Feinstein, Leslie Katz, Barbara Kaufman, Quentin Kopp, Mark Leno, ...

www.sfhistoryencyclopedia.com/articles/j/jews3.htm - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Former City Official Charged in S.F. Teen-Age Sex Inquiry - Los ...

5 Oct 1988 ... In addition to retired Chief Administrative Officer Roger Boas, 67, ... George R. Moscone and Dianne Feinstein, to serve for a decade as the ...

articles.latimes.com/1988-10-05/news/mn-2880_1_city-official - View by Ixquick Proxy - Highlight
Board of Supervisors : Inauguration
Journalist Notes:

### Dianne Feinstein

- Her daughter, Kathryn used to tell stories, in social groups, about her mom that were not flattering. At one point, she and her Mom were on the outs. Some San Francisco Bay Guardian, and SF Weekly, newspaper staff were Kathryn’s same age, traveled in the same circles, and were privy to some of these conversations. This put an early watch on Feinstein.

When the current mayor was conveniently murdered in his office, Feinstein was in the, strangely, perfect spot to take over as Mayor, without an election.

Feinstein got a man named John Molinari, a character known to have ties to the old North Beach mob in San Francisco, placed as head of the Golden Gate Bridge District and her campaign financier, James Bronkema, known in the local media as “David Rockefeller’s bag man on the West Coast” (for his constant bribes for real estate permits), placed as co-head. These two ran the Golden Gate Bridge district, and its anniversary party, into what network news broadcasts’ called a “morass of corruption, cronyism and failure”. In the meantime, Feinstein prepared her Senate plans. She had set Molinari up to take over, for her, as her Mayor, with her administrator: Roger Boas, as the back-up plan mayoral candidate.

Both of her candidates not only lost, but Roger Boas went to federal prison for corruption, racketeering and prostitution scandals and John Molinari was removed from politics and placed under federal surveillance. His daughter filed a police report against him for abuse, and she had to be removed from his home and taken to a secure children’s center, on California Street in San Francisco, for protection. Molinari was also found to have lied about his place of residence during his campaign. Boas was charged with involvement in an under-age prostitution ring for San Francisco elites. The British “Hydrant” investigations into a global political elite pedophile ring, have now tracked back to Senator Dennis Hastert, campaign backer Jeffrey Epstein, Senator Graham, Nick Denton (Who interacted with the British suspects in BOTH the British “Hydrant” and British “Tabloid Phone Hacking” investigations), and other members of Congress. A recent Chinese hack of ALL federal employee background checks, has put the sexual interests of all of Congress at risk.

When the Toyota NUMMI plant was going to go out of business, Feinstein’s Chief of Staff contacted anyone who tried to use the building and warned them to “back off” and/or threatened other California competitors with “political problems” if they got in the way.

Feinstein sabotaged any outside efforts to use the NUMMI factory, or to make competing energy systems to Tesla, or to compete with Tesla in any way because her family had already made campaign finance deals with the NUMMI, Tesla Motors and Solyndra people and she owned the construction company (Penini), employment service (via her relative Herb Newman), leasing company (CBRE) and adjacent railroad property rights contracts for Tesla and Solyndra. Over 40 California technology companies were damaged by Feinstein’s sabotage. Feinstein and her family funds, trusts and PACS made billions on the Cleantech deals. She has also been charged with rigging postal property deals, railroad deals, U.C. Regents appointments and hundreds of other political actions for her VC Husband: campaign financier and White House “advisor”: Richard Blum. Solyndra was raided by the FBI, when the first major signs of corruption were exposed by investigators, but Feinstein buddy: Attorney General Eric Holder, never allowed the full Solyndra investigation to be released, because it was soon discovered to lead right back to top White House staff, including Gibbs, Plouffe, Emanuel, Axelrod and others. The records of the entire Solyndra investigation will cost famous people their careers, names and historical positions.
Elon Musk is a campaign financier for Feinstein, Reid and Obama. Elon Musk was partnered with John Doerr to control the Lithium Ion Battery industry based around the Afghan Lithium ion mining contracts and control of the electric car market. Recent news stories have revealed that his business is based on White House taxpayer hand-outs, as kick-backs, for acting as conduit for John Doerr’s campaign finance deals. Feinstein got him his California factory and Reid got him his Nevada factory.

Elon Musk hated fuel cells, ultra-capacitors, gasoline, diesel and anything that competed with Lithium ion, which he, Steven Chu, Feinstein and John Doerr had invested in. They all participated in sabotage campaigns, against all of those other fuels, using fronts like “EV WORLD”, “PLUG-IN AMERICA”, “THE FOOL” and other shill groups they controlled. Lithium ion technology turned out to blow up for no apparent reason; needs to come from countries that need to be invaded; gives off vapors that cause cancer, brain damage and kidney damage; loses its energy life span and has over a hundred other problems with it. It has set senior citizens, children, Apple stores, homes and offices on fire and crashed multiple airplanes, killing the passengers. When you smell smoke in your passenger airplane, it is usually a lithium ion cell phone battery “going thermal” and releasing fumes. Greed over-came proper scientific oversight in deploying lithium ion in the way that Musk did.

When Musk went to Russia, he met mobster businessmen who pitched him a mining deal for Afghan lithium fields. In fact, investigators now know, that Steven Chu, strangely, gave U.S. Taxpayer DOE cash to Russian controlled Ener1, Severstal and other companies when the Section 136 law said the money was only to be used to help American businesses in need. The Musk/Russian-mob connection seems to have been hot, then soured, when his lithium mining and rocket engine deals fell apart, the killing of which was facilitated by GOP operatives.

When Musk took Tesla away from its founder: Martin Eberhard, in a hostile take-over, (Musk never “founded” Tesla) he had to build the car in a very expensive way. He and Doerr ordered their friend: Steven Chu, to sabotage every applicant, for DOE money, which tried to make affordable cars. An affordable alternative energy car would kill off Tesla almost over-night. History has now proven that the metrics that Tesla used were disastrous, in that they have now spent more money, to sell less cars, than any company in history, while making an electric car that should have been easy to build. Tesla missed every single milestone, dramatically, that it proposed in its original DOE application documents, yet Steven Chu ordered the DOE to look the other way in order to protect the White House deal.

Historical facts have now proven that every applicant for DOE advanced vehicle money was sabotaged and rejected, particularly if their car was affordable, and accessible, to the American public. Tesla couldn’t survive an affordable electric competitor, at the time. Tesla investors bought most of the first Tesla’s in order to inflate sales numbers. Musk was caught sending potential customers an email asking them to put a deposit in, before the SEC filing date ran out, so he could claim the deposits were completed “sales” in order to inflate SEC filing sales numbers. He also booked government hand-outs as “sales” in his SEC filings.

A Congressional investigation proved that Tesla had lied to get its loan and that his friend: Secretary of Energy Steven Chu, had assisted in the scam at the same time that others had applied with a superior set of application metrics. Tesla’s “debt ratio” was the worst of any applicant, they had no final design, their car did not work, they were 2000% over budget, and they were using the funds to buy buildings for Richard Blum, even though the DOE Section 136 Law said: don’t do that. Treasury said that Tesla had a bad credit rating and every other applicant beat Tesla on metrics. Yet Tesla still got the cash, along with hand-held walk-throughs, in the DOE process, from cronies: Steven Chu. It was a lie that Tesla could have survived without the loan. Musk was caught on camera saying that Tesla was “on the verge of bankruptcy” when they applied to DOE, a violation of the federal Section 136 law. If this went through a court hearing, Musk and Chu would face felony fraud charges in violation of Section 136 law. Eric Holder would never let DOJ even consider such an action, in order to protect White House financiers.

Google worked with Musk to delete any negative mentions about Musk, or his projects, off the internet. Most of
the internet is Google-controlled. Google would “top-page-lock” any attack articles that Gawker was ordered to generate, on Musk’s competitors so that no outside IT service could get those attack articles removed from the top position. This made them stay on the top lines of Google’s search pages forever. Even when lawyers wrote to Google to demand removal of the character assassination “lock-in’s: on the top of Google’s search pages, they were told: “Get a subpoena and then we might think about it.”. This “lock-in tactic” destroyed the life, and reputation of a famous wrestler, which may lead to Gawker’s final down-fall, in exchange for destroying so many other lives, out of sheer spite.

Musk has been proven to have lied, mismanaged and engaged in a commodity trading scheme with Goldman Sachs. Goldman Sachs has already been hauled before Congress once, to start the investigation of this commodity monopolization scheme.

The rogue spy firm attack services group: In-Q-Tel, provided staff to Musk. In-Q-Tel staff now help run his Space X company. Space X was given most of NASA, Ames Moffet Field, and free private jet fuel as a gift in exchange for conduit-ing campaign funding.

Musk was forced to give his patents away for free, because they were not only found to have no value, but to also accidentally disclose, within the very text of the patents themselves, the fact that Musk’s batteries could be lethal and destructive in spontaneous explosions, according to the Tesla engineers who wrote the patent, three of whom suddenly, and strangely, died in the same airplane crash.

A large number of employees, customers, partners, wives and investors have sued Musk for fraud. Clinical psychologists have openly analyzed Musk, in the media, as a sociopath. Musk has bought hundreds of magazine articles and TV shows about himself due to his narcissistic nature.

Musk is now working on a railroad project called the “Hyperloop”, with Dianne Feinstein’s railroad-kingpin husband’s company, in order to seek to acquire more federal cash. All three of Musk’s companies would not exist without nearly $10 Billion dollars of federal kick-back cash and “favors” Musk has received. The State of California has given him nearly 80 million tax dollars via the Controller: Lockyer and other State Officials. California Attorney General Kamala Harris refuses to investigate due to campaign connections.

Surrounded by private jets, fashion “models”, and other corrupt billionaires, and with the protection of the United States Secretary of Energy, The U.S. Attorney General, The California State Attorney General and the President (All of whom have now been Sunshine disclosure-proven to have been placed in office by Doerr’s “Silicon Valley Cartel”), Musk and Doerr believed themselves to be “untouchable” (Just like Al Capone) and able to get away with anything, without consequences. All of the above data appears in many journals outside of the U.S. but it is never allowed to appear on Cartel owned: Reddit, Google, Hearst Publications, Facebook or other Cartel controlled U.S. media (Doerr/Schmidt/Musk Cartel groups now control almost 75% of U.S. digital media)
This Book will be updated regularly as news and investigations are published...

Illustration 1: JOHN MOLINARI - San Francisco "Bag Man" for Feinstein deals. His daughter was removed from his home, per San Francisco Police Department Reports, for “child abuse”.

